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7,076
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TOTALS PER AREA

703
TRAINING PLACES BOOKED IN APRIL 22 

NEW RECORD

5,318
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556
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Totals per area FY 23 Totals per area since LMS launch

PARTNER DAYS USED 

1,756
PLACES BOOKED 

74
PLACES BOOKED

ON NEW HANDS ON ECODAN TRAINING  

600
PARTNER DAYS BOOKED

1,968
Total registered Apr-

Jul

146%
Increase in volume 
Compared to old model of

classroom based training FY18
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Customer Training Report 



Ecodan
Hands-on feedback

100%
Customer

Satisfaction 
100% of attendees would
recommend our course

"Extensive range of
installations to work on

is really beneficial"

"excellent instructors
extremely

knowledgeable"

"I thought the program
was well put together
and better than other
manufacture training

that I've done"

"Very good organised
course. But I will say keep
it to five- six people this

worked very well and
made learning easier"

"I think the course catered very
well for all ability's and many

different set ups for both
installers and service engineers"

"The course was very enjoyable
and it was good to finally do a

“hands on” session. Dan was very
knowledgeable and took time to
explain in details any questions I

had. A very useful course for
myself"

"hands on course completed was very good, it
would help any engineer involved with the

ecodan products"

"DE-mystifies the ASHP and introduces Mitsubishi's other
products. Attending the training centre is vital as it is a

showcase"



Positive Feedback
Some of the positive feedback received from
our blended learning programmes

Mobile App
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Yes 100%. I have gained a lot of knowledge on not just ecodan but also ASHP. Ben is really
good at how he shows and explains everything and the biggest thing for me was he took
his time and waited for all the questions to be answered before he moved on. He even

called me back with a query i had, which was greatly appriciated.

Where appropriate, remote web based
courses are great and fit the requirement for

the content. This was a good of example of
that. Ben and Liam delivered with ease and

confidence while getting the information
across, they made it look easy.

Great customer service from the admin
staff managing the bookings. As the

window of the business to new entrants
into the industry the make Mitsubishi

stand out from their competitors.

I feel that I am learning well and look
forward to my next modules and then
on to hands on experience face to face

The course was very good and informative.
Good use of modern training technology.

Great, helpful team very pleased with
the knowledge i have come away
with. The course worth the money
and responses to questions were
easily understood and accurate.

Overall a great informative and easily
accessible experience!

Great course well done to the Mitsubishi Team



Positive Feedback
Some of the positive feedback received
from our blended learning programmes

Mobile App
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The training is essential for like minded people to
gain further knowledge thus allowing for a more
complete level of competence across the industry

Overall the content was well
put across by Ben and I felt it
was set at the right level for

me to understand; good
effort.

Loved it, very informative and aimed at all levels.
I've learnt a lot and can't wait for the next one,

thanks BBR :) Thought the course in
general was very

professionally delivered.
overall course easy to access and use, live

webinar given good detail into certain aspects of
comissioning and install and gained knowledge

on certain things wasnt aware of before

10/10 for a course over
webinar.

Just to say I learned quite a bit as its been 20 years
since I done a Mitsi course, so well worth it and
highly recommend it to brush up on your skills.
Thanks to everyone involved. BIG THUMBS UP.

Enjoyable course with
knowledgeable instructors.

Online mini courses well laid out
and structured in the correct
order so that previous parts

lead into the next


